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1. Introduction

Information systems security management is undoubtedly a
critical activity in a world where computing is ubiquitous and
information systems are interconnected globally. There are a
number of widely subscribed management frameworks available
to guide organizations in formulating and operating their
information security efforts. These frameworks include the ISO
standards (such as ISO 27001 [26]), COBIT [12], and PCI [41], which
prescribe technical, formal, and information security counter-
measures [1].

Many of these frameworks are universal in scope [45] and have
foundations drawn from quality control principles, such as
Deming’s quality cycle of Plan-Do-Check-Act (currently prevalent
in ISO 27001) and the Software Engineering Institute Capability
Maturity Model (prevalent in COBIT). Such quality control
frameworks have proved appropriate in the past because they
are particularly valuable for routine security tasks that support
measurement and historical comparison. They exploit the threat–
control relationship in which a threat expectancy (i.e., a
probability) is met with a control treatment.

This focus on controls and their performance represents a
control-centered security management that has been fundamental
in information security strategy for decades. The earliest informa-
tion security management approaches simply selected controls
from checklists, while later, more sophisticated approaches
designed controls based on exposure and risk analysis [6]. Quality
management invites metrics while a fixation on measurement
highlights histories of common threats. As a result, management
attention concentrates on preventing the continuation of these
known threats.

Consequently, this prevention-oriented philosophy and its sets
of predefined controls may be less ideal in the face of today’s more
dynamic threat environment. Although the quality of standardized
controls has improved, attackers are mounting more unique and
targeted threats: one-of-a-kind, customized attacks that bypass
quality control cycles. These dynamic and sophisticated threats
(e.g., Stuxnet and Aurora) are rising [2,13]. Sometimes known as
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), targeted attacks, or simply
Attack 2.0, these dynamic threats affected more than 20% of
companies surveyed by the Computer Security Institute in 2010
and comprised 16% of data breaches in the 2012 Verizon survey
[43]. At large companies, 50% of the data breaches were targeted
attacks. The dynamic nature of threats is also reflected in the
customization found in approximately one-third of the malware
breaches reported in the Verizon survey [52]. Organizations
increasingly face the need to discover new threats and new forms
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A B S T R A C T

Information security strategies employ principles and practices grounded in both the prevention and

response paradigms. The prevention paradigm aims at managing predicted threats. Although the

prevention paradigm may dominate in contemporary commercial organizations, the response paradigm

(aimed at managing unpredicted threats) retains an important role in protecting information security in

today’s dynamic threat environment. This study provides an overarching security framework that

focuses on managing the proper balance between prevention and response paradigms. We conduct a

comparative case study with three European organizations. This study analyzes and empirically

confirms how and why organizations balance between their prevention and response strategies.
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of attack [3]. As a result, it is becoming less feasible to estimate
cyber security risk in real world control systems because the
problem involves an unpredictable intelligent adversary and very
complex systems [10].

This increasingly dynamic nature of information security may
be reflective of the more general increasing presence of exceptional
situations in business [44]. For example, mobile computing is
evolving quickly with new network standards which, in turn,
quickly and easily allow unexpected security attacks to happen
[27]. In addition to the growing attack dynamics, the actions of
even well-trained, loyal employees who do not behave according
to security guidance represent dynamic security risks when their
unexpected behavior leads to unreliable security management
predictions [21]. For example, Java coding guidelines can subtly
lead to unexpected behavior and ultimately to unexpected security
vulnerabilities [33].

This increasingly dynamic security environment requires more
response-oriented security in addition to the existing preventative
frameworks. In this paper, we describe the necessary shift from a
prevention-centered security framework to an alternative, broader
information security management framework. This broader
framework focuses on the balance between prevention and
response across a pivot point embodied by security incidents.
Prevention operates until the moment a security incident occurs.
Afterwards, response operates. We describe three case studies that
help explain how this incident-centered information security
operates in practice.

2. Strategic security goals: reliability and validity

There are fundamental differences between management
strategies of prevention and response. These different orientations
are highlighted in the design thinking involved in management
design [38]. The differences parallel the contrasting notions of
reliability and validity that are borrowed from prediction in
science. A reliable prediction is one that is known to have been
correct in the past. A valid prediction is one that is correct for the
present situation. Reliability is anchored in the past, while validity
is anchored in the future. The concepts extend to relations with
fundamental management strategy. For example, reliability is
aligned with exploitation strategies, which capitalize on what
organizations have learned to do well, while validity is aligned
with exploration strategies, which capitalize on organizational
abilities to search for new capabilities [36]. Such studies, in both
design thinking and organizational strategy, advocate a strategic
balance between reliability/exploitation elements and validity/
exploration elements. From a management design perspective,
organizations should operate with an ideal mix of reliable/
exploitative processes while also preparing for new horizons with
valid/explorative processes.

As illustrated below, these concepts operate ideally in
information security management because they align well with
preventative types of controls (which tend to be highly reliable and
exploitative) and recovery types of controls (which tend to be
highly valid and explorative). The use of both preventative and
recovery controls is common in well-established security frame-
works. For example, Parker [40] included prevention and detec-
tion/recovery in his five essential security functions. Another
example is Denning [17], who used similar distinctions in her
model of defensive information operations. Consequently, the
strategic balance between prevention and recovery is often taken
for granted.

As this paper proceeds, we will show how prevention
principles and practices are paradigmatically distinct from
response principles and practices. The term prevention paradigm
refers to information systems security principles and practices in

organizations that are intended to prevent security incidents from
happening. The term response paradigm refers to such principles
and practices in organizations that are intended to react to
information security incidents that have happened (or are
happening). While the two paradigms are complementary rather
than independent, they represent two quite different strategies
for managing security.

3. Incidents: the pivot from prevention to recovery

Effective security policies and the enforcement of the security
operations are quite different in fundamental ways between the
two paradigms. With regard to the management of information
security, managers need to strategically balance security opera-
tions across both paradigms depending on the organizational
context. The quality management approaches that focus on
prevention and control exploitation should be mixed with
exploration and search approaches. It becomes necessary to
rebalance security strategies across the two paradigms when
the organizational threat context grows dynamic.

By centering information security management on the moment
at which a fundamental security event occurs rather than on
preventative control, management strategies can better address
the balance between the two paradigms. While the notion of a
security incident is one of common language, one formal definition
reads, ‘‘a change of state in a bounded information system from the
desired state to an undesired state, where the state change is
caused by the application of a stimulus external to the system’’ [49,
p. 18]. In other words, the moment-of-incident represents an event
that evades any preventative controls – and the moment at which
this event arises – and inflicts negative changes on information
systems.

The moment-of-incident is the fulcrum of prevention versus
response. It marks a time shift from a setting protected by
deterrence and prevention to a setting modified by detected or
undetected abuse [58]. The security incident incorporates both the
incident itself and the discovery of it. If a threat is known in the
past, principles of reliability and exploitation can be applied in
management processes to deploy controls to prevent damage from
the threat. The prevention paradigm is mainly left-of-incident on a
timeline. If a threat is new and unknown or unexpected in the past,
principles of validity and exploration must be applied in
management processes to deploy controls to respond to the
damage from the threat. The response paradigm is mainly right-of-
incident on a timeline. See Fig. 1.

Primarily basing information security management on quality
management and prevention principles (reliability and exploita-
tion) is a good strategy when the threat environment is stable and
recurrent. However, when this environment becomes less stable
and dynamic, threats become novel, and the quality principles are
overtaken by the need for response strategies (validity and
exploration).
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Fig. 1. The strategic incident lever from prevention to response.
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